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1. INTRODUCTION

During summer 1991, multi-sensor data were acquired over the Italian test site

"Oltrepo Pavese", an agricultural fiat area in Northern Italy. This area has been the
Telespazio pilot test site for experimental activities related to agriculture applications.

The aim of the investigation described in the following paper is to assess the
amount of information contained in the AlRSAR and AVIRIS data, and to evaluate

classification results obtained from each sensor data separately and from the combined

dataset. All classifications are examined by means of the resulting confusion matrices and

Khat coefficients (Congalton et al., 1983). Improvements of the classification results

obtained by using the integrated dataset are finally evaluated.

2. DATA SET DESCRIPTION

AIRSAR data were acquired with flight Nr. 91-118 on June 22nd. Four tracks of

the area were available. We used the 45-1 track because it was the closest to the area of

the ground truth acquisition. Among the three available bands, P band was not used

because it was highly disturbed by an interference noise pattern.
AVIRIS data were acquired with flight 910719b on July 19 th.

In order to obtain infoixnation about the ground truth, two "in situ" campaigns

were performed. Due to slight errors in the flight tracks, the images do not exactly match
the field survey area: in fact, about 45% oaly ._fthe SAR images are covered by ground

truth and this percentage decreases to about 20% in the AVIRIS images.

3. SAR DATA ANALYSIS

3.1. "Per Field" Classification

The discriminant analysis was performed on every combination of the 6 power

"bands" (2 frequencies and 3 polarizations); the conclusions can be summarized: 1) Khat

values range from 0.555 to 0.815 as the number of features per observation is increased;

the optimized choice is the L-VV, C-HH, C-HV combination, which allows a good
classification accuracy (Khat value is 0.805) with a reasonably small amount of data. 2)

Although the results are quite good, problems still arise in the discrimination of alfalfa and
corn from wheat. These problems were not solved even by adding more "bands". 3) The
Khat values obtained axe quite optimistic since the same data set was used both for

training and testing.

3.2 "Per Pixel" Classification
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In this case we used all features available for the AIRSAR (that is 6 bands in the

NML classifications and 18 for the polarimetric algorithms).

By the examination of the Table I, we can draw the following conclusions: 1) the

classifiers specifically designed for polarimetric data (Lee et al., 1992; Kong et al., 1987)

do not seem to improve the classification accuracy. This could mean that phase
information is not vital: in fact, the classification accuracies obtained with the NML

classifier are very close to polarimetric ones, but the first uses less information (only the

power features). 2) Speckle filtering is very useful to improve the classification accuracy
as denoted by the 9% gain in the Khat values [(the speckle reduction filters that have been

implemented are adaptive filters (Lee et al., 1991; Frost et al., 1981)].

4. AVIRIS DATA ANALYSIS

4.1. Data Reduction

From the original 224 AVIRIS bands, we selected 131 between 0.4 pm and 1.75
tun. The radiance to reflectance reduction was performed by means of the "fiat field"

technique (Crowley, 1990). For this work we identified a suitable fiat field examining

some sand deposits located near the Po river banks. Although this method is not very
reliable, especially in the short wavelengths, it seems to be the best approach in order to

retrieve the relative ground reflectance, since no information on local aanospheric
parameters (such as aerosols, water vapor, etc.) were available.

We used the reflectance data obtained to draw spectral signatures of agricultural

crops and other targets present in the area (an example is given in Figure 1). The analysis
of the spectra shows a great agreement with experimental ones (Elvidge, 1990; Martin,
1990; Goetz, 1991).

The spectral analysis allowed us to select 14 significative bands that maximized

the differences between crops in the reflectance spectra (see Figure I). We obtained a

further reduction by means of a Principal Components Analysis (Loughlin, 1991; Fung,

1987) performed on these bands; this analysis allowed us to define two combinations of

components [PC2, PC3, PC6 (referred to as "refl ") and PC I, PC2, PC3 (referred to as

"ref2")]. The PC Analysis was also performed on the 14 radiance bands to investigate the

effects of calibration on the classification accuracy.Other two combinations of components
[PC3, PC4, PC5 ("radl") and PCI, PC3, PC4 ("rad2")] were thus provided. In both cases,

the selection was done by visual examination of the single PC images and by the analysis
of the eigenvectors °matrix.

4.2. Data Classification

AVIRIS classifications were performed on the same classes as for SAR data and

in a "per pixel" approach. The features used in the analyses are the PC combinations, both
in reflectance and in radiance values, described above.

The Khat values obtained (see Table 2) are close to the ones given by the AIRSAR "per

pixel" classifications and, though not expected, even the "unsupervised results" ate very
good. This could be explained as follows: 1) AVIP_$ gives very _pecific information for
each channel: this allows the classifier to recognize different objects without the need of a

preliminary training. 2) In order to reduce the number of generated classes, the clustered

image was post-processed by merging those clusters that seemed to belong to the same
class.

5. DATA FUSION

5.1. Image Registration

We performed the following operations: 1) slant-to-ground raage projection of the

6 AIRSAR power speckle-filtered images; 2) re-sampling of AIRSAR images to match the
AVIRIS pixel spacing; 3) image-to-image registration with a cubic convolution filter.
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Steps1and2wereexecutedtogetherwithanewprojectionalgorithmdeveloped
byTelespaziowhichallowedustoobtainlessthani pixelinMeanSquaredErrorafterco-
registration.

5.2. Multi-Sensor Classification

For comparison purposes, we used the same classes as in the AV1RIS and

AIRSAR "per pixel" classifications. The integrated classification was camed out on the

six projected AIRSAR power images and the AVIRIS PC images. Fifteen combinations

were classified using the NML and clustering algorithms
From the Table 3, it is evident that the multi-sensor integration gives good

results: in fact, these values are generally and significantly higher than those achieved by

AIRSAR and AVIRIS separate classifications. The extremely good accuracy obtained by

the integrated data is also demoustrated by the absence of "critical pairs" in the best multi-
sensor confusion matrix. This absence can be justified by noticing that each sensor data

classification was not affected by the same "critical pairs", but 5_ both cases it was very

difficult to discriminate alfalfa from other crops (especially from wheat and corn).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In thir, work a multi-sensor analysis was carried out; first the separate data sets

were processed and classified, then their integration and the consequent classification were

performed.
The SAR data analysis showed (see Table I) that polarimetric information does

not seem to improve the classification accuracy: in fact, in spite of the great number of
features available, the polarimetric classifiers show a little improvement with respect to

the NML classifier performed on the power images only (speckle reduction techniques

furtherly improve the classification results).
Among the L and C power information, the co-polarizations (HH, VV) seem to be

useful for classes identification, while the HV polarization turned out to be useful in

"critical pairs" discrimination. It also seems that crops classification is more accurate when

using L band.
The great amount of AVIRIS data and its high spectral resolution, which are

surely useful in the characterization of green vegetation, imply two major problems: a)
reduction of the data, b) accurate atmospheric corrections. Many efforts are being devoted

to implement simulation models that will allow us to obtain a more accurate atmospheric
correction.
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Table 1. Khat values and 96% Conlklence Intervals

for AIRSAR =Per Ptxel" Classifications

Classmcatk)n

NML on LC bands

NML on LC Lee filtered

NML on LC Frost filtered

Lee's pola_

Kong's p(darbne(xtc

I:HJ TIA KHAT

(t.8_ 0.8

(_.8_ 0.6

C.BE 0.8

( ,85 1.0

Table 3. Khat values and H% Confidence In(ervals

for Multi-Sensor "Per Pixel" Classifications

Table 2. Khat values and 8$% Confidence Intervals

for AVIRIS "Per Pixel" Classillcatlons

Classlflcatlon

NML on Radl

NML on Refl

NML on Rad2

NML on Rel2

CLUSTER on Rel2

CLUSTER on Rad2

CLUSTER on Ref2+Rad2

I KHAT

P
0.8108,
0.8261

0.831_

0.851

0.840e

0.841

0.8509

JA KHAT

1.68

1.62
i

1.61

1.53

1.61

1.58

1.56

Clal.ldflcaflon

NML on Mix 1

NML on Mix 2

NML on Mix 3

NML on Mix 4

NML on Refl+PC SAR

NML on Rel2+PC SAR

NML on Refl÷LC

NML on Radl+PC SAR

NML on Rad2+PC SAR

NML on Radl+LC

NML on Rel2+LC

NML on Rad2+LC

NML on Mix 8

CLUSTER on Rad2+LC

CLUSTER on R_fl+LC

tA' L_KHAT

12_ 11 1.62

BS' 1.39

189 1.34

8_ 1.32

r28 I .I0

t35 1.06

07 105

_IO 1.02

_,' 0.99

0.92

58: 0.88

5_ 0.87

61: 0.85

121 1.67

25, I 1.18

Table 4. Additional combinations referred as "Mix-

Y" (Y= I to 8) in Table 3

Name
i

Mix-1 PC2..Reftoct + C-itH • PCl-S_PA.R

Mix-2 PC2-Rellect ÷ PC3.1zwJm_,,____.+ PC1-S_R

Mix.3 PC2-Reflect ÷ PC3-Radlances ÷ C4.1H +

I:CI-SAR

Mix-4 PC2-Rellect + PC3-Radkmces ÷ C-HH + LJtH +

PC1-SAR
Mix.4 PC2-Reflect + PC3-Radtances + C4.1H + L-HH +

C.HV + PCI.$AR
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Figuce 1. Typical crops spectral Signatures and bands selected for PCA
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